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Is your law office concerned about the muchpublicized year 2000 issue? The answer to this
question can be as elusive as the President‘s
definition of the word ―is.‖ If you use your
computer strictly for word processing, you
will not be affected. However, if your office
uses software in which dates are the basis of
―calculations,‖ or your computer has a noncompliant BIOS, you need to do more investigating. This article tells you how in three easy
steps.
We get calls and letters on a regular basis asking whether our programs are Y2K compliant.
Our response is that they are—at least as far as
we know. Our probate and tax programs, for
example, all have fields where the user enters
dates. The reason they are Y2K compliant is
that dates are stored as simple text. Only our
Law Office Management software uses dates
for the purpose of making calculations, and it
too is Y2K compliant. The lone exception in
our catalog is the child support program‘s arrearage calculator, but this feature is collateral
to WROCSG’s main function. We‘ve scheduled it for revision in sufficient time to avoid
problems when the year 2000 arrives.
To further illustrate, when we say a date is the
basis for making calculations, we mean it is
used mathematically to calculate the passage
of time (i.e., mortgage amortization calculations).
1. Making A List
The first step a law office should take in making an assessment is to compile a list of software that it uses.
2. Checking It Twice
(Continued on Page 2)

If you haven’t visited our
Web site lately
(www.puritas-springs.com),
it was completely rewritten
in the past few months.
One popular page is the
Law Library page containing links to sites of interest
to law offices (i.e., searchable statutory and case
law). There are over 100
sites that are indispensable
to law office Web surfing.
You can also get news of

1998 was by far our best year ever, and we
have you to thank. We think our success is
due primarily to two things. First, when you
speak, we listen. Large companies spend millions in research and development. We compete because we consider you as part of our
R&D team. Attorneys and their staffs, who
use our programs on a daily basis, are a
source of excellent ideas for program revisions and updates. Ultimately this provides
you, the user, with better programs. Good
software shouldn‘t need training courses and
mountains of manuals to be useful.
Following these guidelines reduces our technical support calls and gives us more time to
develop more programs. We know we‘re succeeding because you‘ve called and told us so!
There‘s no better feeling than the one we get

new product releases as
well as free downloadable
demos of all our programs,
including the Borland Database Engine disk that
provides the foundation for
most of our programs. Finally, we’ve assembled all
the hints and computer tips
from back issues of our
catalog. This is not just a
bunch of Windows tips;
we’ve tried to cull tips and
hints specifically related to
law office work. See ya
there!

(Continued on Page 3)
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(Continued from Page 1)

Take your list and contact each program‘s
vendor and ask whether their software is Y2K
compliant. Many times this information is
available on a company‘s web site.

The test only takes 10 or 15 minutes. Here are
the steps:
1

We followed this course with the Inprise‘s
Borland Database Engine (BDE). Most of our
programs use the BDE via Paradox database
files. Here‘s what we learned:

Create a boot disk if you don‘t have one
already. Consult your OS documentation
if you don‘t know how to do this. Every
business computer should have a boot
disk.

2

Turn your computer off, insert the boot disk, and power
up.

Dates entered into tables assume the current century of the local CPU.

3

When the date prompt appears, type: 12/31/99.

For BDE version less than 5.0, Local SQL against
Paradox, dBase and FoxPro tables assume the
current century to be 1900. For local SQL to use a
century other than 1900 using BDE prior to 5.0 a 4digit year must be used.

4

In response to the time
prompt, type 11:59 p.m.

5

After the DOS prompt appears, turn the power off.

For BDE version 5.0 and later, local SQL against
Paradox, dBASE and FoxPro tables assumes dates
with 2 digit years to be in 1900 for years >=50 and
years to be in 2000 for years <50. For Local SQL to
use a century other than these defaults with BDE
5.0, a 4 digit year must be used.

6

Wait at least two minutes.

7

Reboot from the floppy.

8

When the DOS prompt appears, type: date. If the year
doesn‘t read 2000, you‘ve got
a problem BIOS.

9

You‘re finished with the test;
now reboot your computer
and use the DOS date and
time functions again to reset
the date and time to their
proper values.

Our only date-sensitive program uses version
2.5 of the BDE. Based on the foregoing, that
means the 20th century is assumed for all
years entered as two digits. If you wish to
enter a date in the 21st century, you must enter the year as four digits.
Ultimately, the reason you should contact
your software vendor is that the Y2K problem
depends on whether the programmer(s) used
a two or four-digit method for storing dates.
Like the hairdresser in the VO5 hair color
commercial, only the programmer knows the
answer to this question for sure.
3. Detecting Naughty BIOSes
The third step in evaluating whether a Y2K
problem exists is testing your BIOS. The
BIOS is a hardware/software hybrid that acts
as an intermediary between your computer
and the software that you run. You know it as
the unintelligible DOS text that scrolls across
the black screen when you start your computer.
As complicated as Y2K diagnostics can become, testing the BIOS is comparatively easy.

“WARNING: Do
not perform a
normal Windows
boot when your
clock is set past
12/31/99. Many
software vendors
use the system
date to trigger termination of your
software license.”

WARNING: Do not perform a normal Windows boot when your clock is set past
12/31/99. Many software vendors use the system date to trigger the termination of the software license. Therefore, if you don‘t follow
step 9, you could find your normal programs
not working.
Some BIOSes can be upgraded, but you may
need to replace the computer. It‘s best to contact your computer‘s manufacturer for guidance. That‘s it. In summary, there‘s two
things to check—your programs and your
BIOS. If you test both, your transition to the
new millenium should be painless.
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One category of software that holds promise
for law offices is speech recognition. The
problem this software struggles to overcome
is consumers‘ heightened expectations based
on science fiction movies depicting computers with highly developed speech recognition abilities. Unfortunately in the past,
neither the software nor the hardware were
equal to the demands of real-time speech
recognition.

“Today’s speech
recognition software has come a
long way, permitting continuous
speech and attaining over 90%
accuracy.”

One limitation of early speech
recognition software was the requirement that users pause between words. Even still, software
packages rarely achieved 80%
accuracy.
Today‘s speech recognition software has come a long way, permitting continuous speech and
attaining over 90% accuracy.
Even higher degrees of accuracy
are achievable through voice
training sessions where the software learns the nuances of an individual‘s voice and speech patterns.

Recently, we had the pleasure of a
visit from Connie Sterle of CNS SpeakEasy,
Inc. (330-854-5040). She is an authorized
reseller of Dragon System, Inc.‘s Naturally
Speaking and was visiting to demonstrate the
Legal Edition. Aside from continuous speech
recognition and higher accuracy, the main
feature of the Legal Edition is a large legal
vocabulary. The specialized legal vocabulary
contains a comprehensive set of legal terms
for dealing with a variety of legal uses including court names, case histories, legal
authorities, Latin and French legal phrases,
reporters and abbreviations.
Naturally Speaking does more than just convert speech to text. It also enables a full set
of commands for editing text and application
controls. For example, you can use voice
commands to select, copy, and paste blocks
of text. To make a selected section of text
bold, you simply say ―bold that.‖ Naturally
Speaking works with Microsoft‘s Word and
(Continued on page 5)
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when someone calls to say they love one of
our programs.
The second reason to which we attribute our
good fortune is our technical support. Nowadays companies erect a firewall between
themselves and their customers in the form
of an automated answering system. If you‘ve
ever navigated an endless or irrelevant answering system menu, you know exactly
what we mean! That never happens at Puritas Springs Software. Although our phones
can be extremely busy when we release a
new program, you‗ll always talk to a real
person who can answer your questions.
So we‘re starting the new year by renewing
our pledge to continue working as hard as we
can to make your office work as easy as possible, and by offering you our sincerest
thanks.

In Good Humor
One autumn day, a park ranger discovered
a man sitting in the woods chewing away
on a dead bald eagle. ―Hey mister, the bald
eagle is a protected species and killing one
is a punishable offense,‖ said the park
ranger as he took the man into custody.
When the man was brought before the
judge, he pleaded not guilty, claiming that
if he didn‘t eat the bird he would have died
from starvation. At the conclusion of the
trial, to everyone‘s amazement, the judge
ruled in the man‘s favor. After pronouncing
judgment, the judge turned to the man and
asked, ―I have never eaten a bald eagle, nor
do I ever plan to, but I‘d like to know what
it tasted like?‖ The man answered, ―Well, it
tasted like a cross between a whooping
crane and a spotted owl!‖
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Child Support Revisited
Our last Digital Inklings column made some
observations about the variety of ways in
which to treat shared parenting orders in the
computation of child support under the guidelines. Judging by the calls, letters and sales
orders received after publication, we must
have struck a chord with many of our readers.
If you want to read the original article, you‘ll
find it in Vol. 98, No. 3 of this newsletter. If
you don‘t have that issue, contact us for a
back issue; however, don‘t delay because we
have only a limited number of back issues.
Some of the responses we received were quite
interesting, so we‘d like to share with you
some of the comments of other law offices.
One of our first calls came from Attorney
Michael Banta of Cleveland who indicated
that ―time spent‖ need not necessarily be
computed on a ―day‖ basis. He maintained,
and we are inclined to agree, that ―time spent‖
may take into consideration a number of factors including nights spent, meals served,
waking hours or pure hours spent. Unless a
future version of RC §3113.215(B)(6)(b) provides more specifics, one might assume that
any one or more of these criteria may play a
part in arriving at a ―time spent‖ figure.

Shared vs. Split Parenting

cost of maintaining two households in split
parental situations, but if you convert the sole
residential scenario to shared parenting on a
50/50 basis, the difference in annual obligation
is less defensible. On the other hand, both
computations result in a wash so there is no
perceptible difference to the ―obligor.‖
So what‘s the big deal? Well, these scenarios
assumed parents with equal incomes. Once you introduce a
disparity in the parents‘ incomes, “The obvious
the difference in the obligor‘s
conclusion is that
annual payment becomes more
where there is a
significant.
Take the case where one parent
earns minimum wage or works
part-time. If one parent has an
annual income of $60,000 and
the other $10,000, the difference
in annual obligation between
50/50 shared parenting ($4,596)
and split parental ($6,381) orders
is $1,785!
Another question that arises in
this context is what‘s the practical difference between 50/50
shared parenting and split parental orders? One wonders whether
there is a difference except in
terms of the annual obligation.

disparity of income between the
parents, if you
represent the obligor, there is a
definite advantage to shared
parenting over
split parental orders.”

Another interesting call came from Attorney
Linda Beebe of Lakewood. She remarked that
the annual support obligation can differ between sole/residential computations and split
parental computations—even when the income and number of children involved are
identical.

The obvious conclusion is that
where there is a disparity of income between
the parents, if you represent the obligor, there
is a definite advantage to shared parenting
over split parental orders.

Here‘s a scenario to illustrate. If the combined
annual income of the parents is $70,000 (each
earning $35,000 annually) and there are two
children, the annual child support obligation
(line 17) of the sole residential worksheet is
$12,780. By contrast, those same circumstances in the split parental worksheet return a
annual support obligation (line 17a plus 17b)
of $17,868. The difference between the two
figures presumably relates to the increased

Attorney Denise Barone of Batavia was kind
enough to call and share her thoughts on yet
another interesting point. The scenario she
described involves cases where the obligor on
line 24 (the parent with the greater actual annual obligation) becomes the obligee when the
computation reaches line 27—the final figure.
How can this happen you ask? The circumstances occur more and more frequently in
today‘s factual settings. The situation arises

Role Reversal
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when the parent with the greater annual income is also the residential parent. This typically occurs when the father is the residential
parent, or when ―custodial‖ mothers earn
more than fathers.
In these instances, it is usually appropriate
for the parent with less income to make some
sort of token payment. In fact, the
statute that codifies the guidelines
“Will speech rec- (R.C. §3113.215(B)(7) provides:
the court shall issue a miniognition software ―…
mum support order requiring the
ever replace legal obligor to pay a minimum amount
of fifty dollars a month for child
secretaries? We
support under the child support
don’t think so.
order.‖

Even at 95% accuracy, any legal
secretary who
makes 5 mistakes
in every 100
words will be jobhunting posthaste.”

There are different ways to handle
these situations in the context of
the worksheet. If the order is of
the sole residential variety, our
child support program automatically considers the non-residential
parent as the obligor regardless of
the relative support obligations on
line 24. In shared parenting situations, the treatment is not as clear.
In those cases, the obligor is, by
definition, the parent with the
larger annual obligation on line
24. Therefore, merely making an
adjustment based on time of possession, etc. will not have the
desired result because the adjustment is applied against the ―technical obligor‖ of line
24 instead of the non-residential parent with
lesser income. In our program, you achieve
the desired result by entering a line 26 adjustment that exceeds the line 24—obligor‘s
annual obligation. The result is that our program detects conditions where line 27‘s final
figure is a negative number and makes the
―other‖ parent the obligor in an amount
equal to the absolute value of the line 26
adjustment subtracted from the line 24—
obligor‘s actual annual obligation.

In conclusion, we want to thank the persons
who called to give us their thoughts on this
subject. Your continued input on this subject
has made our child support program one of
the most popular products in our catalog.

(Continued from page 3)

Corel‘s WordPerfect word processors, but
also comes with its own processor that is
fine-tuned for Naturally Speaking.
With all these positives, were there any
shortcomings? For one, hardware requirements are formidable. Dragon Systems advertises minimum requirements of 166 MHz
Pentium with 32 Meg of RAM, but Ms.
Sterle‘s demonstration was performed on a
400 MHz Pentium with 192 Meg of RAM.
No doubt unless you have a hot new computer you‘d want to test Naturally Speaking
to make sure it can handle the considerable
demands of the software. The second consideration is price. Although Dragon System‘s Naturally Speaking is advertised at
about $170 for the 3.0 Preferred Version, the
Legal Edition is $995.
We know of about four speech recognition
software packages that are available, but in a
recent test by Consumer Reports laboratories
(November 1998) Naturally Speaking placed
first.
If you‘ve never seen this type of software
before, you‘re in for a treat. Watching the
program type as we spoke was exciting and
futuristic. Its utility for attorneys who can‘t
touch type or for physically handicapped
users was immediately apparent. Will speech
recognition software ever replace secretaries? We don‘t think so. Even at 95% accuracy, any legal secretary who makes 5 mistakes in every 100 words will be job hunting
posthaste.
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Our goal over the years has always been the same—creating the best program at the
best price. The latest edition of our bankruptcy program is another step in that
direction.
We included programming changes and other innovations that significantly increase
user-friendliness.
Giving you the best value means dropping our price from $300.00 to $199.99! Don‘t
forget that you can try our demo of this program free by visiting our Web site, or for
$6.00 via the order form on page 31.

New & Improved Features Include:
 Prepares the standard Official
Bankruptcy Form set for Chapters 7, 11,
12 and 13 bankruptcies

 A stand-alone program that needs no
other software to generate petitions

 On-form data entry; no edit menus—
just start typing

 Print-shop-perfect forms on laser,
inkjet or even dot matrix printers

 Consolidated and integrated worksheets
make data entry easier than ever before

 More goof-proofing and help than ever
before—if you do the wrong thing,
WBank2 does the right thing

 Electronic creditors‘ matrix—create
creditor matrix on disk for jurisdictions
requiring or accepting electronic
matrices

Puritas Springs Software



Form 9F(Alt) - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9G - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9H - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9I - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 10 - Proof of Claim
Form 11A - General Power of Attorney
Form 11B - Special Power of Attorney
Form 12 - Order and Notice for Hearing On Disclosure Statement
Form 13 - Order Approving Disclosure Statement and ...
Form 14 - Ballot for Accepting or Rejecting Plan
Form 15 - Order Confirming Plan
Form 17 - Notice of Appeal
Form 18 - Discharge of Debtor
Form 19 - Certification and Signature of Non-Attorney
Form 20A - Notice of Motion or Objection
Form 20B - Notice of Objection to Claim

Automates the following forms:
Form 1 - Voluntary Petition & Exhibit A
Form 2 - Declaration Under Penalty Of Perjury
Form 3 - Application and Order to Pay Filing Fee ...
Form 4 - List of Creditors Holding 20 Largest Unsecured ...
Form 5 - Involuntary Petition with continuation pages
Form 6 - Summary of Schedules
Form 6A - Real Property with continuation pages
Form 6B - Personal Property with continuation pages
Form 6C - Exempt Property with continuation pages
Form 6D - Secured Creditor’s Claims + continuation pgs
Form 6E - Unsecured Priority Creditors + continuation pgs
Form 6F - Unsecured Nonpriority Creditors + continuation
Form 6G - Executory Contracts & Unexpired Leases + cont
Form 6H - Codebtors with continuation pages
Form 6I - Current Income of Individual Debtors
Form 6J - Current Expenditures (joint and/or separate)
Schedule of Monthly Income & Expenses of Business Debtor
Form 6 Cont - Declaration Concerning Debtor’s Schedules
Form 7 - Statement of Financial Affairs (newly organized)
Form 8 - Individual Debtor’s Statement of Intention
Form 9A - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9B - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9C - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9D - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9E - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9E(Alt) - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9F - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
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Speed buttons provide one-click functionality for
saving or loading files, printing a particular schedule or form, and more



Dynamic help balloons pop-up to give you instant
help on button or other mouse functions



Complete reorganization of the bankruptcy information into fewer centralized, integrated, easy-touse worksheets

We know we‘ve said it before, but we can‘t emphasize enough that program changes and enhancements
occur as a result of feedback from you, our users. That‘s how our Basic Ohio Probate Forms and Ohio
Estate Tax for Windows programs became Ohio‘s premier probate software. Consequently, we couldn‘t
wait to turn our attention to a complete revamping of our Official Bankruptcy Forms for Windows.
Our own technical support lines provided the greatest source of information. By taking calls from users,
we learned what you like and don‘t like. It may be self-serving, but we take great interest in these calls.
By making our programs easier to use and trapping user errors, there‘s a dual benefit—you have a reduced learning curve AND there‘s one less tech support call to answer. Our 11-year track record speaks
for itself.
That‘s our pledge—easy to use programs at a reasonable cost.
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In July 1998, the Internal Revenue Service
published new Estate Tax forms for decedents dying after December 31, 1997. In
addition to minor changes, two new schedules were added—Schedule T for familyowned businesses and Schedule U for conservation easements. Our new Form 706
program has the following features:



Not merely an upgrade of our previous version, but a completely new program
that incorporates our newest programming techniques with your best suggestions.



Screens look exactly like the 706 forms and all calculations are performed dynamically and automatically.



Now featuring context-sensitive help, meaning you can highlight a menu command, press land go straight to the related help topic. The help files contain a
complete, hyper-linked copy of the Form 706 instructions, in addition to the
complete text of Publication 590 – Introduction to Estate and Gift Taxes.



Network Friendly. A new set of options make network installation and maintenance easier than ever before.



Aside from the two new schedules, we’ve created about 25 new custom continuation pages for added organization.



IRS-approved printed forms look “print shop” perfect on any Windows
printer.



Redesigned worksheets for entering beneficiaries, assets and debts. Each
worksheet allows you to work with centrally located information that you can effortlessly change, delete, insert, append and sort as you like.



Push-button implementation of common functions such as saving files, printing
forms, etc.



A Check Return function that features a checklist of nearly 100 points and reminders for preparing the final return.

Puritas Springs Software

Comprehensive List of Included Forms and Schedules
Form 706

U.S. Estate Tax Return - pages 1-3

Schedule L

Net Losses During Administration

Schedule A

Real Estate

Schedule M

Bequests, etc. to Surviving Spouse

Schedule A-1

Section 2032A Valuation - 4 pages

Schedule O

Charitable, Public and Similar Gifts

Schedule B

Stocks and Bonds

Schedule P

Credit for Foreign Death Taxes

Schedule C

Mortgages, Notes and Cash

Schedule Q

Credit for Tax on Prior Transfers

Schedule D

Insurance on the Decedent‘s Life

Schedule R

Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax - 3 pgs

Schedule E

Jointly Owned Property

Schedule R-1

Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax

Schedule F

Other Miscellaneous Property

Schedule T

Qualified Family-Owned Business

Schedule G

Transfers During Decedent‘s Life

Schedule U

Conservation Easement Exclusion

Schedule H

Powers of Appointment

Worksheet TG

Taxable Gifts Reconciliation

Schedule I

Annuities

Worksheet TG

Taxable Gifts Reconciliation

Schedule J

Funeral and Administrative Expenses

Line 9 Worksheet Gift Tax on Gifts Made After 1976

Schedule K

Debts of the Decedent, Mortgages, Liens

Sch Q Wrksht

Credit for Tax on Prior Transfers

U.S. Gift Tax Return
Form 709


Same easy-to-use look and feel as our Probate Combo and U.S. Estate Tax
Form 706 programs.



“Print-shop-perfect” forms identical to the IRS published Form 709 set, and
ready for filing.



Complete IRS printed instructions are included as a searchable, indexed and
linked Windows help file.



User-friendly price of only $39.99.
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Responding To Your Requests
Over the years, we‘ve had many requests for a program that automates the preparation of Form 1041,
U.S. Income Tax Return for Estates and Trusts. So
we introduced W1041, the latest complement to
our existing probate collection of programs (shaded
box at right).

Basic Ohio Probate Forms
Ohio Estate Tax
U.S. Estate Tax
U.S. Gift Tax
Adoption of Minors
Wrongful Death & Minor’s Claims

The Lineup & The Lowdown
W1041 has all the forms in the Internal Revenue
Service‘s Form 1041 set. All forms are approved
by the Internal Revenue Service. The complete list
is in the shaded area to the right. We also want you
to know what W1041 does not cover. There are
many collateral forms that are used for complex
returns involving on-going businesses (Form
1040‘s Schedule C) or farm property (Form 1040‘s
Schedule F). There are probably 50 additional
forms that can be involved in complex returns;
however, for simple and normal returns, W1041 is
all you need and all at the right price. Keep in mind
that there‘s no reason why you can‘t use your normal federal tax software for computing business,
farm income, depreciation and the like.

Form 1041
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule D

U.S. Income Tax for Estates & Trusts
Charitable Deduction
Income Distribution Deduction
Capital Gains and Losses (available in
unlimited continuation pages)
Schedule G
Tax Computation
Schedule I
Alternate Minimum Tax
Schedule J
Accumulation Distribution for Complex Trust
Schedule K-1
Beneficiary’s Share (available in multiple copies)
Form 1041-A
U.S. Information Return - Trust Accumulation of Charitable Amounts
Form 1041-ES Estimated Tax Worksheet
Form 1041-ES Estimated Tax Vouchers
Form 1041-QFT U.S. Income Tax Return for Qualified
Funeral Trusts
Form 1041-T
Allocation of Estimated Tax Payments
to Beneficiaries

The IRS Filing Requirement
The Tax Code requires Form 1041 to be filed by
nearly every estate or trust with a federal identification number. The actual filing requirement is:

“The fiduciary (or one of the joint fiduciaries) must
file Form 1041 for a domestic estate that has gross
income for the tax year of $600 or more.”

Even if you‘re not handling million dollar estates,
it‘s hard to find one that doesn‘t meet the filing
criteria. At a price of $39.95, W1041 pays for
itself as soon as you do one simple return.

Puritas Springs Software
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Effective October 1, 1998, the following forms changed: Form 6.1, Form
9.0, Form 9.1, Form 9.2, Form 9.3 (deleted), Form 10.0, Form 10.1, Form
10.2, Form 10.3 (deleted), Form 12.0, and Form 12.1. Some forms, i.e.,
Form 6.1 changed superficially, but others changed substantially—
specifically the Form 12 – Certificate of Transfer set. So for probate
practitioners, this new package is a necessity.
With the new forms in effect, it was a prime opportunity for us to study
technical support calls and user suggestions in order to make the new
WBOPF35 the easiest to use program we’ve ever written. It‘s no exaggeration to say we‘ve spent hundreds of hours kicking WBOPF up to new
levels of user friendliness. Whether you‘ve tried the program in the past
or currently use it, you‘ll be amazed at this new version and wonder how
you‘ve been able get along without it!
The new help files are about 25% bigger than in the prior version. Again,
studying our users—what they like, and what they don‘t like, paid big
dividends. These are not cosmetic changes; they are designed to eliminate
problems and achieve our goal—zero learning curve. Help files are now
keyed to make them context sensitive. This means you can press l on
any menu command and get instant help. If you have a problem,
WBOPF35 can often find the topic you need to get going again.
If you are a new user getting acquainted with WBOPF35 for the first time
or an experienced user looking for tips on creating better looking forms,
the new tutorial can take you step-by-step, from beginning to end through
creating a probate file, entering information and printing forms. The tutorial was written and designed to accompany a new SAMPLE file that acts
as a step-by-step example of the written tutorial.
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When we released Basic Ohio Probate Forms for
Windows (WBOPF) in 1995, we set new standards for probate software. At that time, about the
best ―software‖ available was probate form templates. Forms had no intelligence and worse still,
they didn‘t even handle the accounting part of a
probate! It was hardly any better than using a
word processor.
Law offices needed intelligently integrated probate forms. If you enter a decedent‘s name, address and date of death once, why reenter it on
multiple other probate forms? Ditto for assets and
debts. If you enter a lengthy real estate legal description once, why retype it on the Inventory,
then on the Certificate of Transfer, and later again
on the Final Account? You should even be able to
take the legal description and transfer it to Schedule A or E of the Ohio Estate Tax return.
A probate program must handle financial information. Once you enter a real estate value, for
example, the value ought to appear automatically
on the Inventory (under the appropriate category,
of course); it should also appear automatically on
the Final Account (under the appropriate category, of course); the value should also appear on
any of a dozen other probate forms that require
this information—automatically. The same applies for the transfer of this asset to the Ohio Estate Tax return.

Here‘s a partial checklist of some of Version 3.5‘s
features:
 Handles all calculations automatically; most forms complete themselves automatically!

 Prepares every probate form in the Standard Probate

Form set as set forth in Rules 16 and 17 of the Supreme
Court’s Rules for the Superintendence of Common Pleas
Courts.

 Has the ability to export probate files to the Ohio Estate Tax
program (WOET) that can, in turn, export a file to the U.S.
Estate Tax program (W706) - a true single entry system.

 If there are 10 kin, in 10 different states, and each needs a
particular notice, you can have WBOPF35 prepare all ten
different copies in one step. Our new WBOPF35 makes
available the following forms in multiple sets: Form 1.0 - Surviving Spouse, Next of Kin, Form 2.2 - Notice of Probate of
Will, Form 4.4 - Notice of Hearing, Form 5.3 – Notice of Application to Relieve, Form 5.5 – Form 6.1 - Schedule of Assets,
Form 6.3 - Notice of Hearing on Inventory, Form 10.2 – Notice
of Hearing, Form 10.4A - Notice to Distributee, Form 12.1 Certificate of Transfer, Form 12.2 – Entry Issuing Certificate,
Form 13.1 - Receipts and Disbursements, and Form 13.5 Notice of Hearing on Account.

 The ability to insert, move, sort and delete individual assets or
debts in their respective worksheets.

 Context sensitive help. If you have a question about a particular command, merely highlight the command and press l.
The program takes you immediately to the related help topic.
We increased the content of our help files 500%. We added
more explanations, more troubleshooting, more graphics,
more of everything.

A Day In Court

 Push button operation of common program functions such as

Mrs. Dumbrowski walked into the courtroom
and asked, “Are you the judge of reprobate?”
“I am the probate judge,” the judge corrected.
“Well, I guess this is the right place,” the
woman said. My husband died intesticled
and left no infidels.”
“My dear lady,” the judge replied, “I presume
you mean he died intestate and left no codicils.”
“I guess so,” she said, “I just want to be the
executioner.”

 Now available in a special Franklin County version which

starting, loading or saving files, printing forms, etc.
can be purchased as a stand-alone program or as an adjunct
to our regular Basic Ohio Probate Forms.

Windows CE
The new, stripped-down, appliance version of Windows is called Windows CE.
Talk circulating in the industry hints that
Microsoft intended the CE to stand for
―Castrated Edition.‖

Puritas Springs Software
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Ohio Estate Tax
Version 3
What would our probate program be without its
companion Ohio Estate Tax? WOET3 has all of
the new look and feel of WBOPF3. We added
forms and features, and increased user friendliness.
 Although our forms already had a print shop
quality look, we added all the rules and shading of the forms as printed and published by
the Ohio Department of Taxation. As always,
the forms are approved by the Ohio Department of Taxation.
 The original version’s three continuation
schedules were really handy, but you wanted
unlimited continuation pages for all the
schedules. That’s what WOET3 implements.
It can generate an unlimited number of continuation pages for the following forms: Schedule A, Schedule B, Schedule C, Schedule D,
Schedule E - Part I, Schedule E - Part II,
Schedule F, Schedule G, Schedule H, Schedule I, Schedule J, Schedule K, Schedule M Part I, and Schedule M - Part II.
 Did we mention that WOET3 can prepare an
unlimited number of Form 14 Tax Releases?
 How about adding the following forms:
Form 12 - Application for Consent to Transfer
Form 14 - Tax Releases (multiple and unlimited)
Form 22 - Certificate of Estate Tax Payment, etc.
Form 24 - Application for Extension of Time to
File

 No edit menu. No input dialogs. Simple,
one step data entry. If you want to change a
particular field on a form, just click on it, or
TAB to it like you do in any Windows program. Pressing ENTER will automatically
move you from field to field on a probate
form. This streamlines the data entry process.
 A centralized work area for assets and expenses. The same asset can be sent to multiple schedules, handy for completing Schedule M’s.
 Increased content in our help files. More explanations, more troubleshooting, more
graphics, more of everything.
 Communicates with WBOPF35 so that Estate
Tax returns complete themselves automatically based on information you enter in the
probate program.
 Allows quick and easy changes; updates all
supporting forms and schedules instantaneously.
 Compatible with W706 for transferring estate tax data to our 706 program without retyping.
 Uses Windows multiple document interface
so you can see multiple schedules and forms
at the same time for comparison or what-if
testing.

14
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This is the same program used by Domestic Relations Courts, Juvenile Courts, Probate
Courts, Child Support Enforcement Agencies, Departments of Human Services, Prosecutor’s Offices, Appellate Courts, Law Libraries and Universities all over Ohio. Our latest release of Revised Ohio Child Support Guidelines for Windows (WROCSG) is much more than a
minor revision to comply with current law. In making our changes, we applied the principle that
has worked so well for us over the years—if the new program doesn‘t incorporate the best and
newest programming techniques and isn‘t easier to use, it isn‘t worth the trouble. Our motto for
this program is “Zero Learning Curve.”
We brought all our expertise to bear in this new version and were able to make it more powerful,
yet take up less disk space. One particular area we focused on was the statutory guidelines for the
treatment of shared parenting plans. While earlier versions of the Ohio Revised Code were silent
on the treatment of shared parenting versus sole residential orders, newer versions of O.R.C. §
3113.215 contain more specific standards within which shared parenting plans may be dealt with
via the child support worksheet (HB 352, 1/1/98; HB 408, 10/1/97).
We addressed the issue of shared parenting in a more logical and straightforward manner
than ever before. We think we accomplished our goal by incorporating a 1-2-3, push-button
clarity. The number of other changes and improvements is substantial.


Complete, context-senstive help with statutory
citations.



Accommodates percentage rate or flat fee
processing charges (poundage).



Implementation of the old alternate low income tables for calculation of pre-1994 orders.



Buff-colored, scaleable screens for easy viewing on any computer at any screen resolution.



Plus all the other features that made prior
versions of WROCSG our best selling program.



Arrearage and interest calculator.

Puritas Springs Software
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Ohio
Guardianship
Forms
The Original “New Look”
Program
Ohio Guardianship Forms (WOGF2) was our
very first Windows program to use the Borland
Database Engine and sport the new Windows
three dimensional sculptured interface. Since its
release in 1995, we‘ve had the opportunity to take
hundreds of calls from users with suggestions and
requests for additional features. We listened carefully and this new WOGF2 release is the culmination of all our knowledge and efforts.

Form 15.8
Form 15.81
Form 15.9
Form 16.0
Form 16.1
Form 16.2
Form 16.3
Form 16.4
Form 16.5
Form 17.0
Form 17.1
Form 17.2
Form 17.3

Guardian’s Account (unlimited pages)
Bank Certificates (multiple)
Oath Of Guardian
Application For Appointment Of Guardian Of Minor
Affidavit
Selection Of Guardian By Minor Over Fourteen Years
Of Age
Notice Of Hearing For Appointment Of Guardian Of
Minor (multiple)
Notice Of Hearing On Application For Appointment
(multiple)
Judgment Entry - Appointment Of Guardian Of Minor
Application For Appointment Of Guardian
Statement Of Expert Evaluation
Consent By Prospective Ward
Notice To Prospective Ward Of Application And Hearing
Notice Of Hearing For Appointment Of Guardian
(multiple)
Judgment Entry - Appointment Of Guardian For Incompetent Person
Guardian’s Report
Investigator’s Report

Comprehensive

Form 17.4

We left out nothing. WOGF includes every standard probate guardianship form. Here‘s the list:

Form 17.7
Form 17.8

Form 15.0
Form 15.01

“Print-Shop-Perfect” Forms

Form 15.1
Form 15.2
Form 15.3
Form 15.4
Form 15.5
Form 15.6
Form 15.7

Next Of Kin Of Proposed Ward
Judgment Entry - Setting Hearing On Application For
Appointment of Guardian
Waiver Of Notice And Consent (multiple)
Fiduciary’s Acceptance - Guardian
Guardian’s Bond
Letters Of Guardianship
Guardian’s Inventory (unlimited pages)
Application To Release Funds To Guardian
Application For Authority To Expend Funds

Form 17.5

Spectacular printing is the hallmark of our Probate
Combo for Windows. It means every form rolls
out of your printer looking like the court‘s own
forms—fully formatted, picture perfect and ready
for filing. All forms are in strict compliance with
Rules 16 and 17 of the Supreme Court Rules for

16
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Superintendence of Common Pleas Courts.

We’re Only Gonna
Say This Once!
Enter basic information only once. WOGF automatically completes all the forms based on your
single entry (i.e., guardian and ward‘s name, address, telephone number, age, etc., and court information, county name, court title, presiding
judge, etc.). Enter assets and liabilities once.
Send the entries to the appropriate forms by pointing and clicking. That means entering lengthy legal descriptions only one time. Like a conductor,
you direct the assets and expenses to the various
forms by merely waiving your mouse cursor.

More Features
Network Friendly. We designed WOGF2 with a
new network friendliness that permits centralized
file-keeping and easy, one-step backing up of client files. WOGF2 contains detailed instructions
that make tricky network installations a breeze.
Virtually Unlimited Form Copies and Continuation Schedules. WOGF2 permits you to
complete, display and print nearly limitless multiples of most waivers, notices, bank certificates,
etc. The same goes for the continuation pages of
the inventory and accounting forms.
ZERO Learning Curve. We‘ve made WOGF2
easier to use and learn than ever before. In fact, if
you used any of our probate programs, you know
how to use WOGF2 already! Even still, we made
design changes that make WOGF2 as goof-proof
as possible, including context-sensitive help.
Automated Form Filling. In case you didn‘t already know, WOGF2 can automate probate form
completion to an extent you didn‘t imagine possible. We also redesigned the screen and printouts
to assure compatibility with all forms of computers and printers – easy and errorless.

No Cranial Overload
Don‘t fix it if it ain‘t broke! We stuck with the
identical approach to probate data entry that you
told us you liked in Probate Combo for Windows.
Written and designed by an Ohio attorney, it
works the way you want probate software to
work. The screens and printouts look exactly like
the preprinted forms you normally use. No special
training is necessary. WOGF completes, calculates and formats the probate forms automatically.
So it‘s as easy to use as a word processor. Of
course, there is extensive on-line help through
Windows, and there is our easy to read, printed
software owner‘s manual. However, WOGF is
easy and intuitive, so you can dig in immediately.
If you do have a problem, our expert telephone
support staff can answer any question. Also,
there‘s no mandatory annual upkeep fee for maintenance releases or technical support. No headaches.

Our New Address
In case you have old programs, manuals or
old advertising materials with an incorrect
address or telephone number, you should
note our new mailing address, telephone
number and area code. See page 31.

Set Your Sites on Us
If you know of a good Web site that is related to the practice of law, don‘t keep it to
yourself. Let us know about it and we‘ll include it on our new Law Library Web page
where you‘ll find links to searchable statutory and case law, and other legal research

Puritas Springs Software

ADOPTION

OF

MINORS

OHIO REVISED CODE CHAPTER 3107

This release of our new Adoption software coincides
with the Ohio Supreme Court’s issuance of the new
Form Series 18. Completing adoptions forms couldn’t
be easier. Handles all accounting.

Form 18.0 Petition for Adoption Form 18.5 Interlocutory Order
Form 18.1 Judgment Entry

Form 18.6 Final Decree

Form 18.2 Notice of Hearing

Form 18.7 Final Decree

Form 18.3 Consent to Adoption

Form 18.8 Adoption Certificate

Form 18.4 Judgment Entry

Form 18.9 Petitioner’s Account

17
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Wrongful Death
and
Claims of Minors
When you have a winning formula, you don‘t make changes. Following in the footsteps
of our Probate Combo, Wrongful Death & Minor’s Claims for Windows has no edit
menus. If you want to fill out a portion of the probate form, simply click in that spot on
the form and begin typing. All calculations, transfer of common information, and waivers
and consents complete themselves automatically.
Because the Ohio Supreme Court published a new set of standard probate forms for
wrongful death and minor‘s claims in October 1998, there‘s no time better than the present to check out this recent release. We‘ve not only included standard forms, but we‘ve
also included automated retainer agreements and self-compiling lists for medical, suit and
other expenses.

General Forms
General Information Worksheet - for entering common information that shows up on every form.
Disbursement/Expense Worksheet - for entering and organizing financial aspects of settlement and probate.
Spouse/Child/Kin Worksheet - for entering and organizing wrongful death beneficiaries and survival claims.
List of Medical Expenses & Other Payees - self-preparing exhibit listing medical and other expenses.
List of Suit Expenses - self-preparing exhibit listing all suit expenses.
Retainer Agreement - a retainer agreement where you fill key information.

Wrongful Death Forms

Minor Claims Forms

Form 14.0

Application to Approve Settlement

Form 22.0

Application to Approve Settlement

Form 14.1

Waiver and Consent

Form 22.1

Waiver and Consent

Form 14.2

Entry Approving Settlement

Form 22.2

Entry Approving Settlement

Form 14.3

Report of Distribution

Form 22.3

Verification of Receipt and Deposit

Form 22.4

Report of Distribution and Entry

Puritas Springs Software
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Miscellaneous Legal Programs
Ohio’s Deed
&
Document
Pro
Here‘s a brief list of what makes Deed Pro for
Windows such a handy workhorse for deed
work (besides the $49.95 price):

 The forms on the screens look like the forms do

 Ease of use, ease of use, ease of use. If you

sors, Deed Pro for Windows has a Print Preview feature that lets you see exactly what your
printed form will look like, including page
breaks, before you waste any paper.

can’t complete deeds faster and more efficiently
than you can with a typewriter or word processor, you better start looking for another job.

 Dynamic flying help balloons are active
everywhere in the program. So if you’re unsure
what to enter in a particular area, just let your
mouse cursor rest for a second, and a hint will
appear; turn dynamic hints on and off depending
on your preference.

 Deed Pro’s color-coded edit boxes let you
know at a glance whether a particular area of
the deed or document is to be completed by
you, or will be completed by Deed Pro; also,
you can override any of Deed Pro’s entries by
merely typing what you want instead.

 A tool bar with speed buttons lets you perform
all common operations (i.e., loading and saving
deeds to disk, previewing, and printing) with just
one quick click of your mouse.

 By clicking on the Grantor or Grantee buttons
and indicating the number and gender of the
party, Deed Pro will complete over half the
deed before you even start typing; you won’t
need to scratch your head about what goes
where, and you’ll know that all the nouns, pronouns, adverbs, adjectives, etc. are correct.

on paper. So you don’t have to wonder what
your deeds will look like when you print them.

 Like all state-of-the-art Windows word proces-

 Deed Pro allows copying and pasting to or
from any other Windows programs (i.e.,
WordPerfect or Word for Windows), using the
standard copy/paste keystrokes; it can also
copy entire deeds to the Windows clipboard
simply by pressing one button.

 We’ve doubled the number of documents Deed
Pro can handle by including the following: Warranty Deed with Survivorship, Warranty
Deed Without Survivorship, Quit-Claim
Deed, Executor’s Deed Under Will, Statutory
Fiduciary’s Deed, Survivorship Affidavit,
Promissory Note, Mortgage Deed, Living
Will, and Durable Power of Attorney for
Health Care.

 The legal description editor now supports all
common word processor functions like cut/copy/
paste, word-wrap, etc., and best of all, it’s
seamlessly integrated into the deed form itself.
* Available for Ohio only.
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1. What’s out there?

2. It costs how much?

3. Is it a 32-bit program designed for
Windows 95 or 98 or NT?
4. Does it run on a network?
5. How hard is it to learn?
Turn Page for Answers

Puritas Springs Software
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single-user installation to $2,000-$10,000 for
network versions up to five users.

1

We browsed through several legal periodicals, including the American Bar
Association Journal, Ohio Lawyer, Ohio
Law Weekly, and the Ohio State Bar Association Report. We found either little or no
bookkeeping/billing software that was devoted to law offices. One package that came
close at $299 needed an additional package to
enable it to do the billing!

2

Sit down for this one. If you find a
product advertised, chances are there
is no price or they want to send a
salesperson out. Either way, you
won’t be happy with the disclosure. Billing
packages routinely start at about $500 for a

3
4
5

Believe it or not, some of the programs out there are still DOS-based.
Now that Windows 3.1 has been dead
for years, they’re finally getting 16-bit
Windows versions together—too little too late.
This is a corollary to question 2. Either it’s not networkable or it starts at
$2,000. Those are your choices.

Beware if it comes with a 500+ page
manual, or you need to attend a training seminar. By far the most common
complaint we’ve heard about existing
billing programs is that they’re way too complicated.

The following pages describe Puritas Springs Software’s answer to these questions—the Law Office
Management Pack. It‘s a name and address, billing and bookkeeping set of programs designed specially
for law offices. It‘s also networkable and just as importantly, it‘s reasonably priced! We also added some
much-requested features like the Docketing/Calendar and TimeKeeper components. Read on if you
want to know more.
Attention Windows 3.1 Users: If you don‘t have Windows 95/98 or NT, we still have available the original 16-bit version of the Law Office Management Pack that runs in all versions of Windows. The original version has most of the features described on the following pages, but it is not a network program.
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Networks! That‘s what‘s new. What‘s so special about networks? Two things. First, name and address, bookkeeping,
billing and calendar data is centrally located. Did you ever
change a client‘s address and then have to run from computer
to computer making sure everyone had the change? Not so
with the Law Office Management Pack. Centrally located
files are used by everyone in the office, so that when a
change is made by one user, everyone else can see it. A second benefit is that its centrally located files make it easy to
backup all your data files because everything is on one computer.
BookBase3 Reporting. Now you have more ways to get
back what you put in. Search for information inclusively or
exclusively on any field with instant, on-screen results.
Sortable on any field. Plus a Report Creator that generates
WordPad text documents (viewable in any word processor)
for formatting and printing. BBase3 lets you select within
any range of dates, including all or any number of accounts,
including all transactions or certain transactions as designated
by search text, payor/payee, income or expense categories
and subtotaling by year/month or by category, payee or account.

Calendar/Docketing.
It‘s like getting an extra
program for free. BillBase3 now lets you
keep calendar information in the form of DayTimer journal with additional note area. The
calendar can be
searched and printed.
Stop Watch. Is your work ever interrupted
with phone calls, unscheduled meetings, etc.?
Now you can keep track of your time with a
stop watch on your Windows task bar. The
timer can be started, stopped and reset, so it‘s
perfect for tracking of billable hours.
Start Me Up. Our goal is to make programs easy to use.
Unfortunately, the billing/bookkeeping systems need more
setup than other software. Fortunately, the Office Management Pack has a Start Me Up Wizard that will take care of
creating name and bookkeeping files and linking all the software packages together—automatically.
Context Sensitive Help. If you need help with a command,
just highlight it and press the l key. Instantly, you‘ll be
viewing the help topic appropriate to that command. Other
page components also have context-sensitive help as well as
informative error messages.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows 95, Windows 98



Auto-Dialer. CBASE3 not only looks up the phone
number for you, it dials it. All you have to do is pick up
the receiver and have something to say (fax/modem
card and intelligent conversation not included).



Auto-Addresser feature - pastes formatted names
and addresses into other Windows programs capable
of clipboard interaction such as WordPerfect or Word for
Windows word processors; a fast and easy way to paste
names and addresses into letters and eliminate the
chance of misspelling a name or making a mistake in an
address.



Prints laser sheet address labels (Avery No. 5160),
continuous feed dot matrix address labels (Avery No.
4013), telephone directories and full format name and
address hard copies.

Puritas Springs Software
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One-Button Billing
1

Starts with a balance forward that is transferred from
the prior month’s bill.

2

Prints your personal letterhead at the top of the bill—
no more special billing stationery.

3

Looks up the client’s full name and address and prints
it on the bill positioned for folding and placement in a
window envelope—no more typing envelopes.

4

Prints and itemizes any additional charges to the client’s bill since the last bill, i.e., filing fees, transcript costs,
etc.

5

Prints and credits any client payments made since the
date of the last bill (or any date you choose).



Check Printing in the standard printer configuration of
one check per sheet with the check in the middle position.



Inserts dates and check numbers automatically for
speedier data entry.

6

Contains up to five optional fill-in fields for special entries such as initial retainers and client discounts.



Intelliguesses bookkeeping entries as you begin typing.

7

Calculates and prints a present balance due.





8

Maintains and balances separate accounts.

Calculates a new balance forward and automatically
creates a new billing file for next month.



Extensive search, select and segregation capabilities.




Improved sorting and search capabilities.

Choose recurring entries from history lists.
Customizable income class and expense account labels for tailoring the system to your law practice.

Extensive reporting criteria for generating viewable,
printable reports; compatible with word processors;
just follow the easy instructions. Both the generated
report and report criteria can be saved to disk.

Additional Features

Preview individual bills on screen prior to printing.
Prepare and date-sort itemized statements that can be
incorporated into the monthly billing.

A calendar feature lets you access a searchable and
printable daily/hourly log for scheduling court appearances, client appointments,
meetings, etc.

You can add

customized special notes to bills
notifying of repeat billings, upcoming court
dates, etc.

If you choose,

you can add interest on unpaid balances that are carried from month
to month.
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Web Sites & News
www.ntsl.com/downloads/
y2000.exe
This site is maintained by the National Software Testing Labs. The exe file you
download tests your computer clock‘s ability to handle the change to the year 2000.

www.pcmag.com/y2k
PC Magazine operates this site. It contains
links to various vendors‘ Y2K policy pages
and other resources.

www.zdnet.com/y2k
This site is maintained by computer publishing magnate Ziff Davis. The site contains
news, updates, commentaries, case studies
and links to other Y2K resources.

www.northernlite.com
Enough Y2K stuff already! Northern Light is
a specialized Internet search engine that lets
you query thousands of journals and other
non-Internet-based sources. The business fee
is $40 per month. When using this server, you
can perform Lexis-Nexis type searches for a
fraction of the cost. There‘s no search charge
and document retrieval fees range from $1 to
$4.

www.bid.com
Attorney Murray Arons of Shaker Heights
turned us on to this one. It‘s the location
where he purchased a Pentium 200 with 2
Gig hard drive for $380. No MMX technology or P2 processor, but plenty of horsepower for doing law office work.

www.patents.ibm.com
www.itpolicy.gsa.gov/mks/
yr2000/y2khome.htm
This site is designed to help government
agencies avoid Y2K problems. It includes
articles, strategies and FAQs together with
databases of software compliance.

Ray Schraff of Cleveland called this one in.
A killer site for doing patent research type
work. Full text, including drawings, searchable by text, inventor, invention, etc.

www.fastsearch.com/law
www.garynorth.com
Naysayers will love this site.
This worst-case scenario provides all the
information and background materials for
many sleepless nights. Depending on your
personality type, you may want to take a
valium or two before visiting this site.

An assemblage of legal sites, federal courts,
federal law, state law and cases, law libraries,
legal references, newspapers, attorney directories, government agencies, general libraries,
dictionaries, private investigators, law enforcement, legal associations, legal forms,
financial, and more. This is definitely a site
worth visiting.

Puritas Springs Software
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Upgrade Notice & Misc. Product Info
Law Office Management Pack
For the time being we will continue to sell
Version 2 of the Law Office Management
Pack, even though we released Version 3 in
November 1998. The reason is that Version 3
is a 32-bit program that only runs in Windows
95/98 or Windows NT. We will continue selling Version 2 for the benefit of offices that
have not yet upgraded to these newer versions of Windows.
Due to the way the new Law Office Management Pack is designed and compiled for installation, we will no longer offer ClientBase3, BookBase3 or BillBase3 as individual
products.
E-Mail Delivery of Software
Shortly after we instituted our policy of delivering software as e-mail attachments, we
were informed of a peculiar nuance of the
America On Line e-mail system. It seems that
AOL automatically unzips e-mail attachments. In certain circumstances this may be a
convenience for the AOL subscriber, but in
the case of attachments that were meant to be
received as zipped files, it‘s a pain in the
munchhausen. If you are an AOL subscriber,
you‘ll find that AOL automatically unzips the
file and places the contents in a directory with
the same name as the zip file. For instance, if
you downloaded the WROCSG.ZIP file,
you‘d find the contents of the zip file in a
folder created by AOL and named
WROCSG. Assuming the WROCSG directory is on your hard drive in the customary
location that you receive attachments, manually copy the unzipped files to a blank, 3.5‖
floppy. The thing to be careful about is retaining the hierarchy of folders and subfolders as they exist in the directory created by
AOL. In other words, the files in AOL‘s
WROCSG directory should go into the
floppy‘s root directory. Folders within
AOL‘s WROCSG directory should be transferred intact to the root directory of the
floppy so that the contents of such subfolders
are kept within the subfolder.

If you have any of the following programs, you may be eligible for a free
upgrade. Send us your original program
disk (no Borland disks or manuals need
be returned), and you must include a
self-addressed, stamped return mailer.
The Version numbers are only included
below to let you know what the current
version is as of the time of publication.
Eligibility for free upgrades is determined solely on the basis of the serial
number of your disk.
WARNING: Make sure you match the
serial number eligibility criteria below.
We cannot be responsible for handling or
returning disks that are ineligible for
upgrades.
Programs & Eligible Serial Numbers:
Official Bankruptcy Forms - Version
2.12 - any number lower than 809240.
Upgrade offer applies only to Version 2.
U.S. Estate Tax - Version 1.24 - any
number lower than 811250.
U.S. Gift Tax - Version 1.04 - any number lower than 808040.
Wrongful Death & Minor’s Claims Version 1.12 - any number lower than
811050.
Adoption of Minors - Version 1.06 - any
number lower than 812080.
Basic Ohio Probate Forms - Version
3.56 - any Version 3.50 or greater.
Ohio Estate Tax - Version 3.40 - any
number between 703150 and 812080.
Revised Ohio Child Support Guidelines
Version 3.13 - any number between
802179 and 809240.
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The ? Page
I like the new probate
forms. Each upgrade
looks and works a little
cooler. Are you sure
you aren’t pushing those guys
in Columbus for continual updates?
Did you really think you could e-mail this
message to us without us being able to trace
where it came from? Only kidding. Who says
letters to your state representatives don‘t have
an impact? Still only kidding. Seriously
though, we have always observed a policy of
not issuing major upgrades unless it‘s absolutely necessary, i.e., substantial form
changes. Ordinarily, we make minor revisions
to our programs continually and those revisions are usually free regardless of when you
purchased your program (check the Product
Upgrade notices for more details). The Ohio
Estate Tax program is a good example. Anyone who purchased Version 3 (issued 3/97) is
entitled to a free upgrade as of the date of this
writing (1/99). Some of our programs, like the
U.S. Estate Tax program, were originally
designed so that users could make annual
changes themselves without requiring an upgrade. To assist our customers in determining
upgrade availability, this catalog has an upgrades section on the preceding page. In case
you‘re doubting our intentions, we have selfserving reasons for preferring to develop new
programs instead of reissuing old ones. Expanding our catalog with new products increases our business more than re-releasing
updates to existing programs. By the way,
thanks for the encouraging words; your kindness makes our work all the more enjoyable.

We have an HP printer
that worked fine until we
installed Windows 98.
Now WordPerfect, a few
of your programs and some others aren’t printing right? Specifically, the probate forms have
q’[s where there should be
check boxes. What’s wrong?
The bad news is that it involves a not so tiny
bug in the HP printer drivers that ships with
Windows 98. The good news is that we have a
fix that works 100% of the time. The first half
dozen calls on this really had Ernie scratching
his head. Against his will he even installed
Windows 98 on two or three of our lab machines to see if he could duplicate the problem.
He couldn‘t. More calls. More head scratching, Then one day a computer technician, Pat
Coyle of Akron, called us with a fix. She deleted the Windows 98 HP driver and installed
the Windows 3.1 driver in its place. Everything
worked fine. After talking to Pat, her solution
seemed counter-intuitive shall we say. We
never met a technical support person who recommended using old printer drivers instead of
new ones. Not long after that Ernie was rebuilding our main computer and formatted the
hard drive so that Windows 98 was installed
from scratch rather than as an upgrade. Low
and behold, he duplicated the problem in our
lab. Thinking back to our conversation with
Pat Coyle, Ernie deleted the Windows 98
HP6P driver and installed the Windows 95
driver. Voila! Everything was back to normal.
Ernie was so happy he decided not to fill his
Minoxidal prescription after all. The clue here
is that when Windows 98 was installed as an
upgrade, it left the Windows 95 driver intact.
However, when Windows 98 was installed
from scratch, it installed the HP driver that
came on the Windows 98 CD. A quick visit to
the HP web site (www.hp.com) confirmed our
suspicions. HP was recommending that users
upgrading to Windows 98 retain their Windows
95 drivers. Here‘s their own words: ―If you are
upgrading your computer to Microsoft Windows 98 from Windows 95, The Hewlett Packard LaserJet printer software that you are cur-
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The ? Page Continued
rently using for Windows 95 is compatible
with the Windows 98 Operating System.
There is no need to obtain new drivers.‖ (Emphasis added). Okay, so they didn‘t
mention the bug, but their meaning is clear.
What they don‘t mention is that new computers shipping with Windows 98 likely have
the same problem. Again, the solution is digging in your desk drawer for the original HP
software that shipped with your printer and
reinstall it after deleting the Windows 98
printer driver.

I deleted a program and
its directory from my
hard drive using Windows Explorer, but an
entry for the program
still exists on my Start|Programs
menu. Is there a way to get rid of
it?
Yes, and it couldn‘t be easier. Click on the
Start button, go to Programs and then right
click on the entry you wish to delete. A context sensitive menu will appear from which
you can choose the Delete command.

I’ve read about the Windows 98 Resource Kit. Is
it worth getting?
Have we got news for you! The Windows 98
Resource Kit that Microsoft sells for $70 is
buried in every Windows 98 CD-ROM. It‘s a
relatively well kept secret, and Microsoft refers to it as a sampler, but the equivalent of the
entire 1,700-page Resource Kit manual is there
for searching and browsing.
You‘ll find the Resource Kit materials on your
Windows 98 CD in the \TOOLS\RESKIT
folder. In that folder you‘ll find a
SETUP.EXE file that you can double-click on
to install the resource kit to your computer‘s
hard drive. It takes up about 12 Meg of disk
space. The Resource Kit can answer a huge
range of Windows 98 setup, maintenance and
troubleshooting questions. In addition to pro-

viding Windows 98 information, the Resource
Kit has dozens of utilities for fine-tuning Windows 98 for optimum performance. One of the
handiest of the included utilities is Tweak UI
which gives users a much greater degree of
control over the Windows 98 interface. Incidentally, if you have Windows 95, you‘ll find
a similar version on the Windows 95 CD.

Our office uses Microsoft
Word as our word processor. Is there a place
where you can find the
keyboard shortcuts for commonly used commands?
This is a good question for two reasons. First,
the Office disk that contains Word doesn‘t
have an owner‘s manual (at least ours didn‘t).
Second, the hot key information is not only
buried in the help files, it‘s also scattered
across various topics. Some hot key combinations are summarized in the menus themselves, for example bO to open a file, but
here‘s partial list that law offices should find
useful.

bB

Bolds the selected text

bI

Italicizes the selected text

jl

Reveals formatting

o

Repeat last action

ajD

Insert today’s date (field)

bc

Delete one word to the right

bz

Delete one word to the left

bjF

Change the text font

bjP

Change the text font size

bj<

Decrease the font size

bj>

Increase the font size

bU

Underline the selected text

bJ

Justify text

bjA

Format text as all caps
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To: Technical Support
RE: How can I get blank lines
between the creditors listed on
the 20 Largest Unsecured
Claims List (Form B4) of the
bankruptcy program?
Leaving some white space between creditors‘
names greatly improves readability. This technique also works for asset or expense lists in
the probate and estate tax programs. Here‘s an
example of a bankruptcy creditor entry (made
in the description field of the creditor worksheet). It leaves a blank line between this
creditor and any subsequent creditors listed on
Form B4:
XYZ Corporatione
1234 E. Main Streete
Cleveland, Ohio 44111e
e
Of course carriage returns are invisible, but
for purposes of clarifying this technique
we‘ve used the esymbol. The key is the
carriage return on its own line after the city,
state and zip code. This carriage return
generates the blank line you desire. As
mentioned above, this same technique
makes your probate inventories or
accounts much easier to read.

RE: I can’t seem to display the
Certificate of Transfer on your
new probate program.
The Certificate of Transfer and other forms
(i.e., Form 1.0-Next of Kin, Form 2.2-Notice
of Probate, and a few others) do not activate
themselves on the Display menu until you
actually send something to them from the
appropriate worksheet. Using the Certificate
of Transfer as an example, it is not activated
until a parcel of real estate with a value
greater than zero is ―sent‖ to Form 12.1 from
the Asset Worksheet. In the case of Forms
1.0 and 2.2, you must ―send‖ or assign someone from the Next of Kin Worksheet before
these Display selections are enabled.

RE: The questions get out of
order in the bankruptcy program’s Statement of Affairs. Do
I have a bad disk?
No you don‘t have a bad disk. Unlike the
Creditor Worksheet that you essentially
build from scratch, the Statement of Affairs
Worksheet is already set up in skeletal
form. This means that for the most part you
will not be using the Insert or Add at End
keys on the Navigator bar. In most instances
you will simply answer the questions in the
order they exist in the default worksheet. The
place where some users get confused seems
to be the use of the Question drop-down list
box. Like the Insert and Add buttons, you
don‘t use the Question drop-down box very
much. When you want to move from Question 1 to Question 2, or when you want to
move around on the worksheet in general,
don’t use the Question drop-down box—
use the Page Up and Page Down keys on
your keyboard. So the pattern your work
should follow is answer question one, then
page down; answer question two, then page
down, etc. Never use the Question dropdown box to move from question to question. So what‘s the Question box for? Use it
only after an insert operation. Let‘s say for
example that a debtor made several payments related to debt counseling (Question
9). You might answer Question 9, page
down to Question 10a, then use the Insert
button to insert a blank entry between Questions 9 and 10a. When you Insert a blank
record, it is always inserted as Question 1.
That‘s what the Question drop-down box is
used for—to change the newly inserted record from Question 1 to Question 9. As a
safety check, if everything‘s correct, the second column on the bottom half of the worksheet screen is always in numerical order.
You may have several Question 1‘s and several Question 9‘s, but the numbers are always in order. For example, there‘s no Question 1 between 9 and 10a.
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From: Technical Support
RE: Maximum Unified Credit
We designed Version 1 of our Form 706 Estate
Tax program to be self-upgradeable. By opening the DEFAULT file you can set the maximum unified credit (Form 706, Page 1, Line
11) so that you don‘t need to buy an upgrade
every year. The unified credit is scheduled to
change on an annual basis and here are the
upcoming changes.

“The best laid
plans oft go
astray. Even
though the Form
706 set did not
change from 1993
until April, 1997,
new forms issued
again in July
1998, and the new
version is now
available.”

Year

Unified Credit

1999

$211,300

2000 & 2001

$220,500

2002 & 2003

$229,800

2004

$287,300

2005

$326,300

After 2005

$345,800

The best laid plans oft go astray.
Even though the Form 706 set did
not change from 1993 until April,
1997, new forms issued again in
July 1998, and the new version is
now available.

RE: Dirty Exits
When a program or Windows
itself locks up so that you must
press the computer‘s RESET button or perform a three-finger salute (CTRL-ALT-DEL),
programmers call that a dirty exit. In most
cases you restart your computer and go back to
work, but in some cases you‘ll find that programs don‘t work right anymore. The reason
we‘re mentioning this is that a dirty exit from
the Borland Database Engine (BDE) could
leave directory locks that prohibit further access to database files in that directory. Usually
this happens when you‘re using a BDE dependent program (almost all of ours are) and a
power failure or other condition causes a shut
down. The next time you start up the program,
you get error messages related to the BDE. The
solution to this problem is to perform a search
using Windows’ Find command. For a search
key use *.lck. If none of our programs are run-

ning, you shouldn‘t find any lck files in any
of the Puritas directories (i.e.,
C:\WBOPF35). If you do find such files,
simply delete them and restart your computer.
You should be back in business. One note of
warning—make sure any lck files you delete
are in one of the Puritas Springs program
directories (for example C:\WBOPF35 or
C:\WOET3). Other programs also use lck
files and you don‘t want to inadvertently delete an lck file being used by some other program.

RE: Looking Up Client Numbers
in BookBase and BillBase
Both BookBase and BillBase (Versions 2 and
3) use the assigned client number as a way of
looking up name and address information.
Every reliable database system uses this type
of identification method, just like the government keeps track of us by our social security
number and not our names. Consequently,
when you‘re entering financial information in
BookBase or billing information in BillBase,
you‘re asked to complete the Client Number
field. We don‘t expect you to memorize a
hundred or a thousand client numbers, so the
Client Number field has a drop-down list
box where you can simply select the client by
name. However, if you‘re like us and you
have 3,000 names in ClientBase, the last
thing you‘d want to do is scroll through scads
of names to get to the Z‘s. You can type the
first few letters of a client‘s last name and
then press the down arrow key to jump to that
client‘s name and number. Using this method
can save considerable time when you‘re entering information.
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Hints & Useless Information
Breaking
The
Rules
In our last issue we mentioned that we considered Panasonic printers as the bottom of
the barrel. Now we‘re going to switch gears
and tell you about something we like—
Gateway computers. Our computer acquisition rule was never buy the same equipment
twice. This policy gives us a chance to study
many different types of computers and peripherals. Because we‘ve had such good service from our Gateway 2000 computer we‘re
contemplating breaking our own rule. We‘re
sold on Gateway for three reasons: reasonable price, solid construction and excellent
technical support. Evidently we‘re not the
only ones who feel that way. In a recent PC
Magazine poll, Gateway rated number one in
user loyalty—no mystery to us.

’Til the Wheels
Fall Off
While we‘re in a complimentary mood; we should mention that our Hewlett-Packard 6P laser printer (as well as our
HP 660cse color inkjet) have given us excellent service. Over the years we accumulated
a graveyard of dead printers, among them
Epson, C-Itoh, Okidata, Panasonic, and
Tandy. Some were retired due to age
(Epson), others because they stunk
(Panasonic). Of them all, however, the HPs
were standouts.

Poor
Outlook
Those were some of the good products
we‗ve come across. Now let‘s trash some of
the bad ones. One of the worst programs
we‘ve used lately is Microsoft‘s Outlook and
Outlook Express. With apologies to Bill
Gates, we‘re too busy to sort out the myriad
bugs in these puppies. Some of the more

irritating problems we‘ve encountered have
been: (1) it autochecks for e-mail saying
there‘s none, then we do a manual check and
find there are e-mail messages, (2) no matter
how many options we set to the contrary,
Outlook insists on terminating our Internet
connection after it does an e-mail check, regardless of other on-going Internet processes.

Fax
Finding
Mission

“After spending
hours to get a
configuration we
still weren’t satisfied with, when
we tried to fax
something, it
asked us for the
recipient’s e-mail
address.”

Windows 98 is said to have fixed
3,000 documented bugs in Windows 95, but maybe we should
subtract from that figure the number of new bugs introduced. Okay,
maybe it‘s not a bug, but what the
heck happened to the fax function?
When we talked to a Microsoft
Certified Engineer, he wasn‘t sure.
He said it was integrated in the
new Outlook 98. When we installed the full version of Outlook
98, we were disappointed to find
the fax functionality inexcusably
buried on the Windows 98 CDROM. After spending hours to get a configuration we still weren‘t satisfied with, when
we tried to fax something, it asked us for the
recipient‘s e-mail address. Our solution was
to purchase WinFax Pro from Symantec. Its
installation was easy and its integration is
seamless. Faxing was never easier.

Lost
And
Found
Did you ever save a file only to be unable to
locate it at some later time? There‘s a couple
reasons why that could happen, but Windows‘ Find command may be what you need
to avoid retyping a document. In Windows
95/98, click Start|Find|Files or Folders. Type
the name of the file you seek, then press the
Find Now button.
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Our first 32-bit Windows 95/98/NT program was
released at the end of 1998—the Law Office Management Pack. Look for us to continue a slow conversion of more programs to the newer Windows
format. The drawback is that once we create a program for Windows 95/98/NT, it will no longer work
in Windows 3.1 and 3.11. So even though Windows
95 was released three years ago, we‘re not anxious
to desert our Windows 3.1 users. For that reason,
we‘re making the programming shift in a leisurely
fashion to give our users the opportunity to make
hardware upgrades at their own pace. As this issue
goes to print, we‘ve also released a new U.S. Estate Tax program (Form 706), and a new U.S. Estate and Trust Income Tax program (Form 1041).

If you have access to the Internet, visit our Web
site and find useful Internet legal research
sources and materials conveniently assembled in
one place. We think you‘ll find our everevolving Law Library page indispensable to productive, law-related Internet surfing.

In This Issue...

Left Out?
If you‘re a new attorney, or for some other reason you‘re not on our mailing list and you‘d like
to be, let us know and we‘ll send you a copy of
our quarterly catalog/newletter.

Revisiting the child support worksheets, our first Windows 95/98/NT network program, technical support info and the usual law office computer hints and tips.
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